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VINNIE RICCITELLI, who first recorded in 1958, made his last recording in 1987.
Now, at 94, he has recorded FOR THE RECORD [no name, no number]. Fourteen
standards and four Riccitelli originals performed by a well-rehearsed octet make this
pleasant listening. The program includes “Maids of Cadiz,” “Along Came Betty,”
“Flying Down to Rio,” “If You Could See Me Now,” “Stomping at The Savoy” and
other tunes familiar, but not always expected in a collection such as this. Members
of the octet include Nathan Childers, Leo Ursini, Joe Stelluti, Chris Stelluti, Glenn
Drewes and Bruce Bonvissuto. Try to find this sleeper if your tastes are mainstream
big band jazz.
MAZEL TOV KOCKTAIL! [Tall Man Records, no number] is the latest release from
IRA B. LISS AND HIS BIG BAND JAZZ MACHINE. What surprises me about many
big bands from various areas of the United States is how many of their members are
totally unknown to me. Such is the case with this release. This stage/show band is
24 pieces strong and features guests such as Mike Vax, Andrew Neu, Nathan East
and Dan Radlauer. Radlauer also contributes three of the12 titles including “Gimme
That,” a fun track utilizing traditional eastern dance rhythms. The band also features
two vocalists on several tracks. This one is a hip and shiny approach to big band jazz.
JEFF BENEDICT BIG BIG BAND’S new release — THE WEATHER IS HERE,
WISH YOU WERE BEAUTIFUL — is as good as the title is funny. The 10 tunes
on this release have Benedict’s talent written all over them, especially the alto
arrangements. The mixture of originals and standards is perfect, as are the
solid solos from Paul McKee [tbn], Jeff Ellwood [ts], Dave Askren [gtr], Jeff
Hellmer [p], Charlie Richard [bari], Brian Bettger [tpt] and Steve Hawk [tpt].
If you’re a big band fan, or just a fan of good music, find this and get it.
GREG YASINITSKY [ss/as/ts/bari] has a 16-piece big band based in the Pacific
Northwest called the Yazz Band. Their newest release — NEW NORMAL [Origin
Records 82811] — might better be named The Jazz Band Normal. To title it
otherwise suggests it is some sort of clever, advanced variation on jazz. It is not,
but it is still a very nice jazz big band date with good writing and good solos.

Basset Hound Records has issued a very impressive 3-CD titled OUT ON THE
COAST [BSR102-18]. Produced by Jim Self [b. tbn/tuba], the set presents the
DAVID ANGEL JAZZ ENSEMBLE recorded in January 2020. This big band has a
beautiful West Coast sound with contrapuntal tunes floating over solid bass lines.
The 22 tracks, including eight originals, showcase beautiful charts and an abundance
of outstanding solos. It has been nearly four decades since Angel’s first big band
recording, and during those years the West Coast talent that passed through his
rehearsal bands is amazing. This session features folks such as Jim Quam [ts/clt],
Bob Carr [bari/clt], Ron Stout [tpt/flghn], Scott Whitfield [tbn], Jim Self [tuba/b. tbn]
and Paul Kreibich [drm]. The extensive liner notes include interviews, photos, and
comments on each track. The only complaint I have is the flimsy outer cardboard
shell. This recording deserves better!
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SCHAPIRO 17 is the name of the big band directed by JON SCHAPIRO, and
HUMAN QUALITIES is the name of their new release [Summit Records dcd 775].
With the exception of “The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face,” Schapiro wrote and
arranged all the music on this CD, which was recorded in May 2019. The CD opens
with “Count Me Out,” a brilliant pairing of Basie and Hal Overton. “Tango” follows
(but it is not really a tango) featuring Matt Hong and some wonderful open-ended
bari sax work. The full brilliance of Schapiro as an arranger is evident on the one
standard. This CD is a thoughtful joy from start to finish, earning my highest
recommendation.
ALEXANDER McCABE [as] has put together an interesting release, titled I’D
PREFER [Wamco 0325]. This has three things going for it: the leader’s writing and
playing, throughout the eight originals; the vocals of McCabe, who sings in a flat
narrative similar to Abbey Lincoln’s; and the presence of George Coleman. Although
Coleman has been rather silent over the past decade, he is still capable of doing
what he has been doing for the past 60 years. I enjoyed the disc and found it notable
due, in part, to its “sour” property. That aside, this is a notable and fine recording.
Should this get the attention it deserves, it will be a classic!
FOSTER JOSEPH [voc/p] has issued an EP [15:00] simply called FOSTER
[FosterJoseph Records 195269 045197]. Joseph sings three standards and one
original backed by James Hurt [p], Gerald Cannon[b] and Willie Jones III [drm]. Joseph sings in a voice very similar to Nat King Cole. Perhaps if this were a
full CD, Joseph would fill out and find his own voice. Promising.

SOMEDAY, SOMEDAY is REBECCA DUMAINE’S fourth release for the Summit
label [Summit Records dcd 777]. As with her previous records, Dave Miller [p] and
his trio of Chuck Bennett [b] and Bill Belasco [drm] provide support. Dumaine sings
an appealing and upbeat 14 tunes (12 standards and two originals). She has a fairly
distinctive voice, but it needs some gravitas.

MARK WINKLER [voc] and DAVID BENOIT [p] teamed up for a beautiful CD called
TOGETHER [Cafe Pacific Records cpcd 5010]. The 13 tracks include standards such
as “I’ve Got Just About Everything,” “Better Than Anything,” “The Shadow of Your
Smile,” and “Two for The Road.” Winkler sings with passion and love, while Benoit
complements him with precision. This has the ambience of a supper club without the
audience. Here and there, you hear from Gabe Davis [b], Clayton Cameron [drm],
Pat Kelley [gtr], Stefanie Fife [cello] and Kevin Winard [perc]. These musicians make
brief guest appearances, but it is the duo of Benoit and Winkler that sells this CD.
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Albert Dadone [gtr] prefers to be known by one name — ALBARE. It is no surprise
that his new release is simply called ALBARE PLAYS JOBIM VOL. 2 [Alfi Records
alf10821]. This is Albare’s second recording of Antonio Carlos Jobim, whom he was
impressed by at age 14. Although there is really nothing fresh here, what’s not to like
about Jobim?

If you like solo acoustic guitar and Brazilian music, check out RIO RHYTHMS
[Acoustic Music Records best-nr319-1812.2] by AHMED EL-SALAMOUNY.
Seventeen tracks (60:04) provide a pleasant mix of originals and standards.

JACK BRANDFIELD’S [ts] first recording, I’LL NEVER BE THE SAME [Gut String
Records gts052], is surprising in that he chose to do it as a trio. It is a gutsy
choice that works well in the capable hands of Randy Napoleon [gtr] and Rodney
Whitaker [b]. Napoleon, a veteran guitarist, plays a beautiful counterpart to
Brandfield’s choruses on 12 tracks, including tunes by Hank Jones, Ellington,
Thad Jones, Gigi Gryce and Jobim. Brandfield shows that his heart is in the right
place throughout the recording. As he develops his personality, we may see an
influential jazzman emerge.
HENDRIK MEURKENS [harmonica] has been recording under the shadow of Toots
Thielemans for over 40 years. Toots carved himself a niche so clear that when you
heard harmonica on a jazz or a pop recording, chances are you assumed it was
Toots. Meurkens’ range may not be as wide as Toots’, but that may come. As on
his previous releases, the eight tracks on this new CD focus on Brazilian and samba
music. Recorded in July 2020, Meurkens is joined by a strong and all-star group of
Helio Alves [p], Portinho [drm] and Gustavo Amarante or Fernando Huergo [b].
Folks who enjoy baritone sax and Gerry Mulligan should find interest in DAVID
LARSEN’S THE MULLIGAN CHRONICLES [no label or number]. This is not a
rehash of the Gerry Mulligan songbook. The 13 cuts are both familiar and fresh.
Larson reportedly studied Mulligan’s compositions including viewing thousands of
Mulligan’s notes prior to the recording session. The front line of Larsen and David
Glenn [tbn] is supported by Bill Mays [p], Dean Johnson [b] and Ron Vincent [drm].
Regardless of whether you are interested in Gerry Mulligan or just good jazz, this
2020 date should satisfy.
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Laurie Pepper continues to mine the ART PEPPER vaults with the release of
ATLANTA [Widows Taste, unreleased Art Pepper Volume 11], a two-CD set taken
from a short tour in May 1980. Pepper’s working quartet at the time included
Milcho Leviev [p], Bob Magnusson [b] and Carl Burnett [drm]. I’m not certain that
all the music is previously unreleased, as three titles from a 1980 Atlanta concert
appeared on TDK Records. My real issue with the set is the abundance of Pepper’s
chatter, as he introduces tunes. On the other hand, it gives an intimacy to the
program. Nice that Laurie Pepper continues to share her passion with the rest of us.
I lost interest in LARRY CORYELL [gtr] around the time of his detour into
commercial music. Thanks to THE LAST CALL [ACT PP9929-2], ACT Records has
given me reason to reevaluate my feelings about Coryell. This recording finds him
in the company of Philip Catherine [gtr] at Berlin Philharmonic XI. Among the seven
tracks, there are duets with the two guitarists as well as duets with Jan Lundgren [p]
and Lars Danielsson [b]. Paolo Fresu [tpt] is added for some quintet cuts. This was
Coryell’s last concert, and I would guess his last recording. If this is his last game,
his discography will indicate it could have been much worse.
TETRATNE [Hat Hut ezz-thetics 1026] is a live 2019 meeting between two veteran
free players — PAUL LOVENS [perc] and FLORIAN STOFFNER [gtr]. The program
is brief [34:22] with the four-part title tune passing quickly. Lovens has been
working this area of music since the 1960s, and Stoffner, since 2000. One would
expect the musicians to have their own conceptual ideas and sense of balance.
I will admit that I do not understand improvised, free pointillist music. My musical
guide, developed over some 50 years of listening, leaves me to ask — does it hold
together as a whole? This one definitely holds up, on repeated listening.
GET LOST [Gutbrain Records gr05] features ROB PRICE [gtr] and DAVID
GROLLMAN [drm]. Recorded in 2006, this CD offers up seven cuts with the
guitarist improvising a continual line, as opposed to a pointillist line. This recording
moved me little.

From the Netherlands comes GIJS LEVELT [tpt] and his recording SPOKEN [Level T
Records ltr6711]. What surprises me is Levelt’s infatuation with the “wondrous world”
of effects pedals. It translates to music that is mature and well voiced. Although Bill
Dixon was knowwn to be intrigued by this recording, it is odd that Dixon is not listed
as one of Levelt’s trumpet heroes. All in all, though, very impressive!
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From Belgium comes SQUARE TALKS [el Negocito Records enr079] by the
PAUL VAN GYSEGEM QUINTET. Cel Overberghe [ts/ss], Patrick DeGroote
[tpt/flg], Erik Vermeulen [p], Marek Patrman [perc] and Van Gysegem [b] sound
well-versed in the language of free improvisation. Eight tracks start out as pleasant
conversations between five musicians, and progress into longer forms. Although
the CD is relatively brief, it is soothing and warm. Individually, each member of
his quintet shines at various times, and in their moment of shining, the rest of
the ensemble gives warm support.
On MOON OVER TIBURON [Pamana Sunrise Records 732068 311025], RICHARD
HOWELL [sax] affects the sound of programmed music with its insistent percussive
beats, cross rhythms and fade outs. On top of that background is trombone and sax
play, with a little nuance. Howell seems to have his mind in different camps. On one
hand, he seems stuck on rhythmic repetitions that tend to limit his expansiveness; on
the other hand, he often does break free. Who knows what power might be unleashed if he would unplug and get out of his own way?

The promotional hype mentions that CHAD LEFKOWITZ-BROWN [ts] has toured
with Chris Botti and Taylor Swift, among others. I noticed that the program on his
release QUARTET SESSIONS [La Reserve Records 195269 06535] was made up of
11 well-worn tunes. Needless to say, I was pretty skeptical. Brown goes beyond a
perfunctory lick or two with the average tune coming in at over seven minutes.
This is Brown’s second release since he began recording in 2009, but this is the first
time I have been impressed. Backup on these undated sessions comes from Holger
Marjamaa or Steven Feifke [p], Dan Chmielinski or Alex Claffy [b] Bryan Carter or
Corey Fonville [drm].
Judging from his recordings made in the second half of the 1970s, I have to believe
that HAL GALPER [p] had one of the strongest working bands in the United States.
LIVE AT THE BERLIN PHILHARMONIC 1977 [Origin Records 82810] captures the
dynamic quintet of Randy Brecker [tpt/flg], Mike Brecker [ts], Wayne Dockery [b] and
Bob Moses [drm]. There is hardly a moment on this two-CD set that won’t grab your
attention for its intensity, rhythm, joy of improvisation and pure bop. No more needs
to be said.

DANCE LITTLE LADY, DANCE LITTLE MAN [Unit Records 7640114 799518] is
the third release from SAM BRAYSHER [as]. Joining Braysher for this set of mostly
familiar tunes are Jorge Rossy [drm/vbs/mari] and Tom Farmer [b]. The jazz content
on this CD is minimal. The promotional materials that accompanied the CD say
Braysher has a cool and modernist twist. I think cold and basic might be a better
description!
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ROSEANNA VITRO [voc] [Skyline Records 2001] is joined by Kenny Barron [p],
Buster Williams [b], Ben Riley [drm], Arnett Cobb [ts], Bliss Rodriguez [p], Scott Hardy
[gtr] and Duduka Da Fonseca [perc] on LISTEN HERE. These 12 tracks are a reissue of
Vitro’s first release, issued in 1984. If you missed this the first time, now’s the time to
pick it up!

CHRIS ROTTMAYER [p] (Pilars Records SAP001) has a fine CD that mixes standards
and originals. Recorded in 2018, SUNDAY AT PILARS features Jack Wilkins [ts],
Charlie Silva [b] and Walt Hubbard [drm] playing tunes such as “Nostalgia in Times
Square,” “Emily,” and “My Foolish Heart.” The CD opens with Tal Farlow’s
“Meteor” and some blazing choruses from Wilkins, not to be confused with an
excellent guitarist of the same name. There are fine solos throughout this date.
Rottmayer is no derivative pianist, as evidenced by his original take on “Emily” –
a tune more closely associated with Bill Evans. The hype says this is Rottmayer’s
fourth recording, but I had never heard of him before this. It is surprising, with such
obvious talent, that he would be so obscure for so long.
JOACHIM KUHN’S [p] last eight recordings have been on ACT, and TOUCH OF
LIGHT [ACT 9766-2[ is his first solo release in 12 years. This beautiful recording
opens with Mal Waldron’s “Warm Canto,” followed by Beethoven’s funeral march
from his 7th Symphony. The beauty of these tunes draws one into the rest of the
performances which were respectfully recorded with the power and overtones of
Kühn’s Steinway. Kühn records in his own home when the spirit moves him.
Thankfully, the spirit moved him on these 2019 and 2020 dates, and we are
the beneficiaries.
AND I LOVE HER [Illusions Mirage im4004] brings together MARC COPLAND [p]
Drew Gress [b] and Joey Baron [drm]. This is the fifth recording the trio has made
together in the past five years, and perhaps that tenure is responsible for the
simpatico in the group’s sound. It is a wondrous thing to hear these three play
aggressively at times, yet together. The nine tracks [65:50], recorded in 2017, are
almost evenly split between originals and standards. A very satisfying CD which
holds up very well on repeated listening.
CECIL TAYLOR is a jazz giant, ever evolving over the past eight decades, whose
free-improvising has been the butt of jokes including being referred to as anti-jazz.
CECIL TAYLOR/TONY OXLEY – BEING ASTRAL AND ALL REGISTERS – POWER
OF TWO [Discus 106CD] is a live set from the 2002 Ulrichsberg Festival. The disc
comes with fine contextual notes by Adam Baruch and Tony Oxley. The performance
[59:46] is split between improvisations – not that it matters – but I prefer the opening,
Being Astral [33:00]. This works, and then sometimes it doesn’t – it’s Cecil Taylor.
.
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